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Unusual Spellings 7s 

A 

ACEQUIA AACEIQU irrigation ditch or canal [n -S] 

AENEOUS AEENOSU having greenish gold color [adj] 

AEOLIAN AAEILNO eolian (pertaining to wind) [adj] 

AEONIAN AAEINNO eonian (everlasting) [adj] 

AFGHANI AAFGHIN monetary unit of Afghanistan [n -S] 

AFGHANS AAFGHNS AFGHAN, woolen blanket or shawl [n] 

AGAPEIC AACEGIP AGAPE, communal meal of fellowship [adj] 

AKVAVIT AAIKTVV aquavit (Scandinavian liquor) [n -S] 

ALCHYMY ACHLMYY alchemy (medieval form of chemistry) [n -MIES] 

ALTHAEA AAAEHLT althea (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AMBSACE AABCEMS bad luck [n -S] 

AOUDADS AADDOSU AOUDAD, wild sheep [n] 

APHTHAE AAEHHPT APHTHA, small blister in mouth or stomach [n] 

APHYLLY AHLLPYY state of being leafless (having no leaves) [n -LLIES] 

APNOEAL AAELNOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APNOEAS AAENOPS APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [n] 

APNOEIC ACEINOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

AQUEOUS AEOQSUU pertaining to water [adj] 

AQUEOUS AEOQSUU pertaining to water [adj] 

ARCHAEA AAACEHR large group of microorganisms [n] 

ARDUOUS ADORSUU involving great labor or hardship [adj] 

ASPHYXY AHPSXYY asphyxia (unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen) [n -XIES] 

ASTHENY AEHNSTY asthenia (lack of strength) [n -NIES] 

ASTHMAS AAHMSST ASTHMA, respiratory disease [n] 

ATAGHAN AAAGHNT Turkish sword [n -S] 

ATHWART  AAHRTTW from side to side [adv] 

ATLATLS  AALLSTT device for throwing spear or dart (Nahuatl) [n -S] 

AXOLOTL ALLOOTX salamander of Mexico and western United States (Nahuatl) [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

B 

BAALISM AABILMS worship of baal [n -S] 

BAASKAP AAABKPS policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n -S] 

BACCHII ABCCHII BACCHIUS, type of metrical foot [n] 

BANDEAU AABDENU headband (band worn on head) [n -S, -X] 

BASHLYK  ABHKLSY cloth hood [n -S] 

BATEAUX AABETUX BATEAU, flat-bottomed boat [n] 

BATTEAU AABETTU bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n -X] 

BATTEAU  AABETUX bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n -X] 

BAZAARS AAABRSZ BAZAAR, marketplace [n] 

BEAUISH ABEHISU BEAU, boyfriend [adj] 

BEAUTER ABEERTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEDOUIN BDEINOU nomadic Arab [n -S] 

BEIGNES  BEEGINS BEIGNE, beignet (type of fritter or doughnut) [n] 

BHAKTIS ABHIKST BHAKTI, selfless devotion to deity in Hinduism [n] 

BHANGRA  AABGHNR form of popular Punjabi dance music [n -S] 
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BHARALS  AABHLRS BHARAL, goatlike Asian mammal [n] 

BHEESTY  BEEHSTY water carrier [n -TIES] 

BHISTIE  BEHIIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BILIOUS BIILOSU pertaining to bile (fluid secreted by liver) [adj] 

BIVOUAC  ABCIOUV to make camp [v -KED, -KING, -KS, -S] 

BLUEING BEGILNU bluing (fabric coloring) [n -S] / BLUE, to make blue [v] 

BLUEISH BEHILSU bluish (somewhat blue) [adj] 

BONDUCS BCDNOSU BONDUC, prickly seed [n] 

BORSCHT  BCHORST beet soup [n -S] 

BORSHTS  BHORSST BORSHT, borscht (beet soup) [n] 

BRITSKA  ABIKRST open carriage [n -S] 

BRITZKA  ABIKRTZ britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

BRULYIE  BEILRUY noisy quarrel [n -S] 

BUGSHAS ABGHSSU BUGSHA, buqsha (monetary unit of Yemen) [n] 

BUQSHAS ABHQSSU BUQSHA, monetary unit of Yemen [n] 

BUREAUS ABERSUU BUREAU, chest of drawers [n] 

BUREAUX ABERUUX BUREAU, chest of drawers [n] 

BUTYRYL BLRTUYY radical of butyric acid [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

C 

CAEOMAS AACEMOS CAEOMA, spore-forming organ of fungus [n] 

CALPACS AACCLPS CALPAC, sheepskin hat [n] 

CAMEOED ACDEEMO CAMEO, to portray in sharp, delicate relief [v] 

CARDIAE AACDEIR CARDIA, opening of esophagus [n] 

CASEOUS ACEOSSU cheesy (resembling cheese (food made from milk curds)) [adj] 

CATARRH AACHRRT inflammation of mucous membrane [n -S] 

CEILIDH CDEHIIL Irish or Scottish party [n -S] 

CHAEBOL  ABCEHLO group of businesses in Korea [n -S] 

CHAETAE AACEEHT CHAETA, bristle or seta [n] 

CHAETAL AACEHLT CHAETA, bristle or seta [adj] 

CHAKRAS AACHKRS CHAKRA, body center in yoga [n] 

CHAMPAC AACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

CHAMPAK AACHKMP East Indian tree [n -S] 

CHANCRE ACCEHNR hard-based sore [n -S] 

CHAPEAU AACEHPU hat [n -S, -X] 

CHARISM ACHIMRS charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n -S] 

CHARQUI ACHIQRU type of meat (animal flesh used as food) [n -S] 

CHATEAU AACEHTU large country house [n -S, -X] 

CHEBECS BCCEEHS CHEBEC, small bird [n] 

CHLAMYS ACHLMSY garment worn in ancient Greece [n -ES, -YDES] 

CHOANAE AACEHNO CHOANA, funnel-shaped opening [n] 

CHUTZPA ACHPTUZ chutzpah (extreme self-confidence) [n -S] 

CHYTRID CDHIRTY aquatic or soil fungus [n -S] 

CLUEING CEGILNU CLUE, to give guiding information [v] 

CLUEING CEGILNU CLUE, to give guiding information [v] 

COAEVAL AACELOV coeval (one of same era or period as another) [n -S] 
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CODEIAS ACDEIOS CODEIA, narcotic alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

COELOMS CELMOOS COELOM, body cavity in some animals [n] 

COEVALS ACELOSV COEVAL, one of same era or period as another [n] 

COGNACS ACCGNOS COGNAC, brandy [n] 

COMSYMP CMMOPSY offensive word [n -S] 

CONIINE CEIINNO poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

CONTEMN CEMNNOT to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COOEYED CDEEOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

COOLTHS CHLOOST COOLTH, coolness [n] 

CORPORA ACOOPRR CORPUS, human or animal body [n] 

CORSACS ACCORSS CORSAC, Asian fox [n] 

CORYMBS BCMORSY CORYMB, flower cluster [n] 

COTEAUS ACEOSTU COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

COTEAUX ACEOTUX COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

COTERIE CEEIORT clique [n -S] 

COULDST CDLOSTU CAN, is able to [v] 

COUTEAU ACEOTUU knife (sharp-edged instrument used for cutting) [n -X] 

CRAALED AACDELR CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v] 

CRESYLS CELRSSY CRESYL, tolyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

CSARDAS AACDRSS czardas (Hungarian dance) [n -ES] 

CTENOID CDEINOT COMBLIKE [adj] 

CUEISTS CEISSTU CUEIST, one that uses cue (straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] 

CURACAO  AACCORU type of liqueur [n -S] 

CURAGHS ACGHRSU CURAGH, currach (coracle (small boat)) [n] 

CZARDAS AACDRSZ Hungarian dance [n -ES] 

CZARDOM ACDMORZ domain of czar [n -S] 

CZARINA AACINRZ wife of czar [n -S] 

CZARISM ACIMRSZ autocratic government [n -S] 

CZARIST ACIRSTZ supporter of czarism [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

D 

DACTYLS ACDLSTY DACTYL, type of metrical foot [n] 

DAEMONS ADEMNOS DAEMON, daimon (demon (evil spirit)) [n] 

DALEDHS ADDEHLS DALEDH, daleth (Hebrew letter) [n] 

DEHISCE CDEEHIS to split open [v -D, -CING, -S] 

DENARII ADEIINR DENARIUS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

DHANSAK  AADHKNS casserole of meats and vegetables [n -S] 

DHARMAS AADHMRS DHARMA, conformity to Hindu law [n] 

DHARMIC ACDHIMR DHARMA, conformity to Hindu law [adj] 

DHARNAS  AADHNRS DHARNA, form of protest in India [n] 

DHOLAKS  ADHKLOS DHOLAK, two-headed drum [n] 

DHOORAS  ADHOORS DHOORA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHOOTIE DEHIOOT dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n -S] 

DHOOTIS DHIOOST DHOOTI, dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n] 

DHOURRA  ADHORRU durra (cereal grain) [n -S] 

DHURNAS  ADHNRSU DHURNA, dharna (form of protest in India) [n] 
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DHURRAS  ADHRRSU DHURRA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHURRIE  DEHIRRU cotton rug made in India [n -S] 

DHYANAS AADHNSY DHYANA, profound meditation in Hinduism [n] 

DIEOFFS DEFFIOS DIEOFF, sudden decline in population [n] 

DIPTYCA ACDIPTY diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

DIPTYCH CDHIPTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

DIRHAMS  ADHIMRS DIRHAM, monetary unit of Morocco [n] 

DIRNDLS DDILNRS DIRNDL, woman’s dress [n] 

DJEBELS  BDEEJLS DJEBEL, jebel (mountain) [n] 

DJEMBES BDEEJMS DJEMBE, type of African hand drum [n] 

DJIBBAH ABBDHIJ jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n -S] 

DJIBBAS ABBDIJS DJIBBA, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 

DRACHMA AACDHMR former monetary unit of Greece [n -E, -I, -S] 

DRACHMS ACDHMRS DRACHM, unit of weight [n] 

DREEING DEEGINR DREE, to suffer (to feel pain or distress) [v] 

DREIDLS  DDEILRS DREIDL, dreidel (spinning toy) [n] 

DROSHKY DHKORSY open carriage [n -KIES] 

DROWNDS DDNORSW DROWND, to drown (to suffocate in water) [v] 

DUTEOUS DEOSTUU dutiful (obedient (obeying or willing to obey)) [adj] 

DUUMVIR DIMRUUV magistrate of ancient Rome [n -S, -I] 

DUYKERS DEKRSUY DUYKER, duiker (small antelope) [n] 

DYBBUKS BBDKSUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 

DYSPNEA ADENPSY labored breathing [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

E 

ECTHYMA ACEHMTY virus disease [n -TA] 

ECZEMAS ACEEMSZ ECZEMA, skin disease [n] 

EFFENDI DEEFFIN Turkish title of respect [n -S] 

EIDETIC CDEEIIT person able to recall vivid images [n -S] 

EIDOLIC CDEIILO pertaining to eidolon (phantom (something existing in appearance only)) [adj] 

EIDOLON DEILNOO phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n -LA, -S] 

EIRENIC CEEIINR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

EKPWELE  EEEKLPW former monetary unit of Equatorial Africa (Equatorial Guinea) [n -S] 

ENNUYES EENNSUY oppressed with ennui (feeling of weariness and discontent) [adj] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

EOBIONT BEINOOT type of basic organism [n -S] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

EONISMS EIMNOSS EONISM, adoption of dress and mannerisms of opposite sex [n] 

EOSINES EEINOSS EOSINE, eosin (red dye) [n] 

EOSINIC CEIINOS EOSIN, red dye [adj] 

EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

EPERGNE EEEGNPR ornamental dish [n -S] 

EPINAOI AEIINOP EPINAOS, rear vestibule [n] 

EPINAOS  AEINOPS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

ETHYNYL EHLNTYY univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

EUPNOEA AEENOPU eupnea (normal breathing) [n -S] 
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EXUVIAE AEEIUVX EXUVIUM, molted covering of animal [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

F 

FABLIAU AABFILU short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n -X] 

FAIENCE ACEEFIN variety of glazed pottery [n -S] 

FASCIAE AACEFIS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [n] 

FATUOUS AFOSTUU smugly stupid [adj] 

FEIJOAS  AEFIJOS FEIJOA, green edible fruit [n] 

FENNECS CEEFNNS FENNEC, African fox [n] 

FIXATIF  AFFIITX substance for preserving paintings or drawings [n -S]  

FJORDIC CDFIJOR FJORD, narrow inlet of sea between steep cliffs [adj] 

FLOCCED CCDEFLO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules [v] 

FOLIOED DEFILOO FOLIO, to number pages of [v] 

FORMYLS FLMORSY FORMYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

FOUETTE EEFOTTU movement in ballet [n -S] 

FRACTUR  ACFRRTU fraktur (style of type) [n -S] 

FRAKTUR  AFKRRTU style of type [n -S] 

FROWSTS FORSSTW FROWST, to lounge in stuffy room [v] 

FUEHRER  EEFHRRU fuhrer (leader) [n -S] 

FUTHARC ACFHRTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FUTHORC CFHORTU futhark (ancient alphabet) [n -S] 

FYLFOTS FFLOSTY FYLFOT, swastika (geometrical figure used as symbol or ornament) [n] 
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G 

GAOLERS  AEGLORS GAOLER, jailer [n] 

GASEOUS AEGOSSU pertaining to gas [adj] 

GATEAUS AAEGSTU GATEAU, fancy cake [n] 

GATEAUX AAEGTUX GATEAU, fancy cake [n] 

GEOIDAL ADEGILO GEOID, hypothetical surface of earth [adj] 

GHARRIS  AGHIRRS GHARRI, gharry (carriage used in India) [n] 

GHAZALS  AAGHLSZ GHAZAL, amatory lyric poem [n] 

GHERAOS  AEGHORS GHERAO, to coerce by physical means [v] 

GIAOURS AGIORSU GIAOUR, non-Muslim [n] 

GJETOST  EGJOSTT hard brown cheese [n -S] 

GLUEING EGGILNU GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance) [v] 

GLUIEST EGILSTU GLUEY, resembling glue [adj] 

GLYPHIC CGHILPY GLYPH, ornamental groove [adj] 

GLYPTIC CGILPTY art or process of engraving on gems [n -S] 

GNOCCHI CCGHINO dumplings made of pasta [n GNOCCHI] 

GOBIOID BDGIIOO fish of goby family [n -S] 

GOUACHE  ACEGHOU method of painting [n -S] 

GRAVLAKS  AAGKLRSV gravlax (cured salmon) [n GRAVLAKS] 

GUAIACS  AACGISU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n] 

GYTTJAS  AGJSTTY GYTTJA, organically rich mud [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 
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H 

HAMZAHS AAHHMSZ HAMZAH, hamza (Arabic diacritical mark) [n] 

HEAUMES  AEEHMSU HEAUME, medieval helmet [n] 

HERNIAE AEEHINR HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

HIGHTHS GHHHIST HIGHTH, height (highest point) [n] 

HIJRAHS  AHHIJRS HIJRAH, hegira (exodus) [n] 

HRYVNAS  AHNRSVY HRYVNA, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n] 

HRYVNIA  AHINRVY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

HRYVNYA  AHNRVYY hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n -S] 

HUGEOUS EGHOSUU huge (very large) [adj] 

HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 

HYDRIAE ADEHIRY HYDRIA, water jar [n] 

HYSSOPS HOPSSSY HYSSOP, medicinal herb [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

I 

IMPREGN EGIMNPR to make pregnant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IPOMOEA AEIMOOP flowering plant [n -S] 

ISOGRIV GIIORSV line drawn on map such that all points have equal grid variation [n -S] 

ISTHMIC CHIIMST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses) [adj] 

ISTHMUS HIMSSTU strip of land connecting two larger land masses [n -MI, -ES] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

J 

JAEGERS  AEEGJRS JAEGER, hunter [n] 

JAMBEAU AABEJMU piece of armor for leg [n -X, -S] 

JODHPUR  DHJOPRU type of boot [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

K 

KALPACS AACKLPS KALPAC, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

KEITLOA  AEIKLOT rhinoceros [n -S] 

KERYGMA AEGKMRY preaching of gospel [n -S, -TA] 

KHADDAR  AADDHKR cotton cloth [n -S] 

KHADDAR  AADDHKR cotton cloth [n -S] 

KHANATE  AAEHKNT domain of khan (Asian ruler) [n -S] 

KHEDAHS  ADEHHKS KHEDAH, keddah (enclosure for elephants) [n] 

KHEDIVE DEEHIKV Turkish viceroy [n -S]  

KHIRKAH  AHHIKKR patchwork garment [n -S] 

KIAUGHS  AGHIKSU KIAUGH, trouble, worry [n] 

KIMCHEE CEEHIKM  kimchi (spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage) [n -S] 

KITSCHY CHIKSTY garish; gaudy [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KITSCHY  CHIKSTY KITSCH, faddish art or literature [adj] 

KLATSCH  ACHKLST klatch (social gathering) [n -ES] 

KLEPHTS EHKLPST KLEPHT, Greek guerrilla [n] 

KOLHOZY  HKLOOYZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOLKHOS  HKKLOOS kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n -ES, -Y] 

KOLKHOZ  HKKLOOZ collective farm in Russia [n -ES, -Y] 
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KOPIYKA  AIKKOPY monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

KOPIYKY  IKKOPYY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n -S] 

KRAALED AADEKLR KRAAL, to pen in type of enclosure [v] 

KRYPTON KNOPRTY gaseous element [n -S] 

KVASSES AEKSSSV KVASS, Russian beer [n] 

KVETCHY CEHKTVY habitually complaining [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

KYTHING GHIKNTY KYTHE, to kithe (to make known) [v] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

L 

LAAGERS AAEGLRS LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LAMEDHS ADEHLMS LAMEDH, lamed (Hebrew letter) [n] 

LAOGAIS AAGILOS LAOGAI, system of forced-labor camps in China [n] 

LECHWES CEEHLSW LECHWE, African antelope (Tswana or Sotho) [n] 

LIAISED ADEIILS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISES AEIILSS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISON AIILNOS means for maintaining communication [n -S] 

LICHTLY CHILLTY lightly (to moderate degree) [adv] 

LINGUAE AEGILNU LINGUA, tongue or tonguelike part [n] 

LIQUEUR EILQRUU sweetened alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

LOIASIS AIILOSS tropical disease caused by eye worms [n -SES, -ES] 

LORGNON GLNNOOR [pair of eyeglasses with handle [n -S] 

LUTEOUS ELOSTUU light to moderate greenish yellow in color [adj] 

LYCHNIS CHILNSY flowering plant [n -ES] 

LYTHRUM HLMRTUY flowering plant [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

M 

MACHZOR  ACHMORZ mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n -IM] 

MAHJONG AGHJMNO game of Chinese origin [n -S] 

MAHUANG  AAGHMNU Asian plant [n -S] 

MANTEAU AAEMNTU loose cloak [n -S, -X] 

MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MASJIDS ADIJMSS MASJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MECHOUI  CEHIMOU meal of meat roasted on spit [n -S] 

MEHNDIS  DEHIMNS MEHNDI, art of painting patterns on skin with henna [n] 

MEIOSIS EIIMOSS type of cell division [n -S] 

MEIOTIC CEIIMOT MEIOSIS, type of cell division [adj] 

MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj] 

MEOUING EGIMNOU MEOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

METHYLS EHLMSTY METHYL, univalent radical [n] 

MIAOUED ADEIMOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAOWED ADEIMOW MIAOW, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIAULED ADEILMU MIAUL, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

MIGNONS  GIMNNOS MIGNON, cut of beef [n] 

MIHRABS  ABHIMRS MIHRAB, niche in mosque [n] 

MIKVAHS  AHIKMSV MIKVAH, place for ritual bath for Orthodox Jews [n]  

MIKVEHS  EHIKMSV MIKVEH, mikvah (place for ritual bath for Orthodox Jews) [n]   
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MILCHIG CGHIILM made of or derived from milk [adj] 

MILIEUS EIILMSU MILIEU, environment [n] 

MILIEUX EIILMUX MILIEU, environment [n] 

MIMEOED DEEIMMO MIMEO, to make copies of by use of mimeograph [v] 

MISTEUK  EIKMSTU  MISTAKE, to interpret wrongly [v] 

MITSVAH  AHIMSTV mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n -S, -VOTH] 

MITZVAH AHIMSTZ commandment of Jewish law [n -S, -VOTH] 

MOGHULS  GHLMOSU MOGHUL, mogul (important person) [n] 

MOLLUSC CLLMOSU mollusk, any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates [n -S] 

MORCEAU ACEMORU short literary or musical composition [n -X] 

MOUILLE EILLMOU pronounced with front of tongue against palate [adj] 

MUGHALS AGHLMSU MUGHAL, mogul (important person) [n] 

MUKHTAR AHKMRTU head of government of town in Arabic countries [n -S] 

MUNTJAC ACJMNTU small Asian deer [n -S] 

MUNTJAK AJKMNTU muntjac (small Asian deer) [n -S] 

MUUMUUS MMSUUUU MUUMUU, long, loose dress [n] 

MUZHIKS HIKMSUZ MUZHIK, Russian peasant [n] 

MUZJIKS IJKMSUZ MUZJIK, muzhik (Russian peasant) [n] 

MYNHEER EEHMNRY Dutch title of courtesy for man [n -S] 

MYRRHIC CHIMRRY MYRRH, aromatic gum resin [adj] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 
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NAIADES AADEINS NAIAD, water nymph [n] 

NAPHTOL AHLNOPT chemical compound [n -S] 

NAUPLII AIILNPU NAUPLIUS, form of certain crustaceans [n] 

NICOISE  CEIINOS served with black olives, tomatoes, olive oil, and often anchovies [adj] 

NILGHAI  AGHIILN nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NILGHAU  AGHILNU nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NIQAABS AABINQS NIQAAB, niqab (veil worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

NIVEOUS EINOSUV resembling snow [adj] 

NOCUOUS CNOOSUU harmful (capable of harming) [adj] 

NOSTOCS CNOOSST NOSTOC, freshwater alga [n] 

NOUVEAU AENOUUV newly arrived or developed [adj] 

NUDZHES  DEHNSUZ NUDZH, to noodge (to nag (to find fault incessantly)) [v] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

O 

OBIISMS BIIMOSS OBIISM, obeahism (use of obeah) [n] 

OBLOQUY BLOOQUY abusive language [n -UIES] 

OBSEQUY BEOQSUY funeral rite [n -UIES] 

OCHREAE ACEEHOR OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OCHREAE ACEEHOR OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OCHREAE ACEEHOR OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

OENOMEL EELMNOO ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n -S] 

OEUVRES  EEORSUV OEUVRE, work of art [n] 

OGDOADS ADDGOOS OGDOAD, group of eight [n] 

OIDIOID DDIIIOO OIDIUM, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [adj] 
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OINOMEL EILMNOO oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n -S] 

OOLONGS GLNOOOS OOLONG, dark Chinese tea [n] 

OOMIACK ACIKMOO umiak (open Inuit boat) [n -S] 

OOMIACS ACIMOOS OOMIAC, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OOMIAKS AIKMOOS OOMIAK, umiak (open Inuit boat) [n] 

OORALIS  AILOORS OORALI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

OOTHECA ACEHOOT egg case of certain insects [n -E] 

OPPUGNS GNOPPSU OPPUGN, to assail with argument [v] 

OSSEOUS EOOSSSU resembling bone [adj] 

OSTEOID DEIOOST uncalcified bone matrix [n -S] 

OUABAIN AABINOU cardiac stimulant [n -S] 

OUGUIYA  AGIOUUY monetary unit of Mauritania [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

P 

PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

PASHKAS AAHKPSS PASHKA, paskha (Russian dessert eaten at Easter) [n] 

PASKHAS AAHKPSS PASKHA, Russian dessert eaten at Easter [n] 

PENTYLS ELNPSTY PENTYL, amyl (univalent radical) [n] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -S, -IA] 

PFENNIG EFGINNP formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n -E, -S] 

PHARYNX AHNPRXY section of digestive tract [n -NGES, -ES] 

PHLEGMS EGHLMPS PHLEGM, thick mucus secreted in air passages [n] 

PHLEGMY EGHLMPY resembling phlegm (thick mucus secreted in air passages) [adj -MIER, -MIEST] 

PHRATRY AHPRRTY tribal unit among primitive peoples [n -RIES] 

PHRENSY EHNPRSY to frenzy (to make frantic) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHYLLOS HLLOPSY PHYLLO, very thin pastry dough [n] 

PHYTINS HINPSTY PHYTIN, calcium-magnesium salt [n] 

PHYTOLS HLOPSTY PHYTOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PHYTONS HNOPSTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [n] 

PICEOUS CEIOPSU glossy-black in color [adj] 

PIEINGS EGIINPS PIEING, act of throwing pie at public figure [n] 

PILEOUS EILOPSU pilose (covered with hair) [adj] 

PIROGHI GHIIOPR PIROG, large Russian pastry [n] 

PIROJKI IIJKOPR PIROZHOK, small Russian pastry [n] 

PITEOUS EIOPSTU pitiful (arousing pity) [adj] 

PLATEAU AAELPTU level stretch of elevated land [n -S, -X] / to reach period or condition of stability [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLEIADS ADEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

POLYNYA  ALNOPYY area of open water surrounded by sea ice [n -S, -YI] 

PRACTIC ACCIPRT practical [adj] 

PRAETOR AEOPRRT ancient Roman magistrate [n] 

PRAJNAS AAJNPRS PRAJNA, ultimate knowledge in Buddhism and Hinduism [n] 

PREEING EEGINPR PREE, to test by tasting [v] 

PROPYLS LOPPRSY PROPYL, univalent radical [n] 

PROTYLS LOPRSTY PROTYL, protyle (hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived) [n] 

PSALMED ADELMPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIC ACILMPS of or pertaining to psalm [adj] 
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PSALTER AELPRST book of psalms [n -S] 

PSALTRY ALPRSTY psaltery (ancient stringed musical instrument) [n -RIES] 

PSAMMON AMMNOPS group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n -S] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PSEUDOS DEOPSSU PSEUDO, pseud (person pretending to be intellectual) [n] 

PSHAWED ADEHPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSOATIC ACIOPST PSOAS, muscle of loin [adj] 

PSOCIDS CDIOPSS PSOCID, minute winged insect [n] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYLLAS ALLPSSY PSYLLA, any of various plant lice [n] 

PSYLLID DILLPSY psylla (any of various plant lice) [n -S] 

PSYWARS APRSSWY PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

PTERINS EINPRST PTERIN, chemical compound [n] 

PTERYLA AELPRTY feathered area on skin of bird [n -E] 

PTISANS AINPSST PTISAN, tea of herbs or barley [n] 

PTOMAIN AIMNOPT ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n -S] 

PTYALIN AILNPTY salivary enzyme [n -S] 

PURLIEU EILPRUU outlying or neighboring area [n -S, -X] 

PYKNICS CIKNPSY PYKNIC, person having broad, stocky build [n] 

PYRRHIC CHIPRRY type of metrical foot [n -S] 

PYRROLS LOPRRSY PYRROL, pyrrole (chemical compound) [n] 

PYSANKA  AAKNPSY hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n -KY] 

PYSANKY AKNPSYY PYSANKA, hand-painted Ukrainian Easter egg [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

Q 

QAWWALI AAILQWW style of Muslim music [n -S] 

QUAERES AEEQRSU QUAERE, question [n] 

QUAICHS ACHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUAIGHS AGHIQSU QUAIGH, quaich (small drinking vessel) [n] 

QUETZAL AELQTUZ tropical bird [n] 

QUEUERS EEQRSUU QUEUER, one that queues (to line up) [n] 

QUEUING EGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUOINED DEINOQU QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

QUOITED DEIOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 

QUOKKAS AKKOQSU QUOKKA, short-tailed wallaby [n] 

QWERTYS EQRSTWY QWERTY, standard keyboard [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

R 

RADIOED ADDEIOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESEAUX AEERSUX RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 
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RHABDOM ABDHMOR rodlike structure in retinula [n -S] 

RHACHIS ACHHIRS rachis (spinal column) [n -IDES, -ES] 

RHAMNUS AHMNRSU thorny tree or shrub [n -ES] 

RHAPHAE AAEHHPR RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHAPHES AEHHPRS RHAPHE, raphe (seamlike ridge between two halves of organ or part) [n] 

RHATANY AAHNRTY South American shrub [n -NIES] 

RHEBOKS BEHKORS RHEBOK, large antelope [n] 

RHENIUM EHIMNRU metallic element [n -S] 

RHETORS EHORRST RHETOR, teacher of rhetoric [n] 

RHEUMIC CEHIMRU RHEUM, watery discharge from eyes or nose [adj] 

RHIZOID DHIIORZ rootlike structure [n -S] 

RHIZOMA AHIMORZ rhizome (rootlike, underground stem) [n -TA] 

RHIZOME EHIMORZ rootlike, underground stem [n -S] 

RHIZOPI HIIOPRZ RHIZOPUS, any of genus of mold fungi [n] 

RHODIUM DHIMORU metallic element [n -S] 

RHODORA ADHOORR flowering shrub [n -S] 

RHOMBIC BCHIMOR having shape of rhombus [adj] 

RHOMBUS BHMORSU type of geometric figure [n -BI, -ES] 

RHONCHI CHHINOR RHONCHUS, rattling respiratory sound [n] 

RHUBARB ABBHRRU perennial herb [n -S] 

RHUMBAS ABHMRSU RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

RHYMERS EHMRRSY RHYMER, one that rhymes (to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds) [n] 

RHYMING GHIMNRY RHYME, to compose verse with corresponding terminal sounds [v] 

RHYTHMS HHMRSTY RHYTHM, movement or procedure with uniform recurrence of strong and weak elements [n] 

RHYTONS HNORSTY RHYTON, ancient Greek drinking horn [n] 

RODEOED DDEEOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

RONDEAU ADENORU short poem of fixed form [n -X] 

ROOIBOS BIOOORS South African evergreen shrub [n -ES] 

ROUILLE EILLORU peppery garlic sauce [n -S] 

ROULEAU AELORUU roll of coins wrapped in paper [n -S, -X] 

RUFIYAA AAFIRUY monetary unit of Maldives [n RUFIYAA] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

S 

SABKHAS AABHKSS SABKHA, coastal, flat, periodically flooded area in northern Africa [n] 

SADDHUS ADDHSSU SADDHU, sadhu (Hindu holy man) [n] 

SAGUARO AAGORSU tall cactus [n -S] 

SAHUARO AAHORSU saguaro (tall cactus) [n -S] 

SALAAMS AAALMSS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

SAMADHI  AADHIMS state of concentration in yoga [n -S] 

SAMBHAR  AABHMRS sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

SAMBHUR  ABHMRSU sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

SAMECHS ACEHMSS SAMECH, samek (Hebrew letter) [n] 

SAMEKHS AEHKMSS SAMEKH, samek (Hebrew letter) [n] 

SAYYIDS ADISSYY SAYYID, lord; sir -- used as title of respect for Muslim dignitary [n] 

SCHLEPP CEHLPPS to schlep (to lug or drag) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHLEPS CEHLPSS SCHLEP, to lug or drag [v] 
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SCHLOCK  CCHKLOS inferior merchandise [n -S] 

SCHLONG CGHLNOS offensive word [n -S] 

SCHLUBS BCHLSSU SCHLUB, stupid or unattractive person [n] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMALZ ACHLMSZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SCHMEAR ACEHMRS to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMEER CEEHMRS to bribe (to practice bribery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMOES CEHMOSS SCHMO, stupid person [n] / SCHMOE [n] 

SCHMOOS CHMOOSS to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCHMUCK CCHKMSU to hit or flatten [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHMUTZ CHMSTUZ dirt, grime [n -ES] 

SCHNAPS ACHNPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SCHNAPS] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS losing streak [n -S]  

SCHNOOK CHKNOOS easily deceived person [n -S] 

SCHNOZZ CHNOSZZ schnoz (nose) [n -ES] 

SCHORLS CHLORSS SCHORL, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

SCHRIKS CHIKRSS SCHRIK, sudden fright [n] 

SCHRODS CDHORSS SCHROD, scrod (young cod) [n] 

SCHTICK CCHIKST shtick (entertainment routine) [n -S] 

SCHTIKS CHIKSST SCHTIK, shtick (entertainment routine) [n] 

SCHTUPS CHPSSTU SCHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SCHUITS CHISSTU SCHUIT, Dutch sailing vessel [n] 

SCHVITZ CHISTVZ to shvitz (to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

SCRAICH  ACCHIRS to utter shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRAIGH ACGHIRS to scraich (to utter shrill cry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCYPHUS CHPSSUY Greek cup with two handles [n -HI] 

SEEABLE ABEEELS SEE, to perceive with eyes [adj] 

SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

SENARII AEIINRS SENARIUS, Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n] 

SENHORA AEHNORS married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S] 

SENHORS EHNORSS SENHOR, Portuguese or Brazilian gentleman [n] 

SEQUOIA AEIOQSU large evergreen tree [n -S] 

SFERICS CEFIRSS electronic detector of storms [n SFERICS] 

SFUMATO  AFMOSTU technique used in painting [n -S] 

SHAIKHS AHHIKSS SHAIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHAUGHS AGHHSSU SHAUGH, thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n] 

SHAYKHS AHHKSSY SHAYKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHEUCHS  CEHHSSU sheugh (ditch) [n] 

SHEUGHS  EGHHSSU SHEUGH, ditch [n] 

SHLEPPS EHLPPSS SHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SHLEPPY EHLPPSY schleppy (shabby, run-down) [adj -PPIER, -PPIEST] 

SHLOCKS CHKLOSS SHLOCK, schlock (inferior merchandise) [n] 

SHLOCKY CHKLOSY schlocky (of inferior quality) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHLONGS GHLNOSS SHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SHLUMPS HLMPSSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 
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SHMALTZ AHLMSTZ schmaltz (excessive sentimentality) [n -ES] 

SHMATTE AEHMSTT schmatte (ragged garment) [n -S] 

SHMEARS AEHMRSS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMEERS EEHMRSS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMOOZE EHMOOSZ to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SHMOOZY HMOOSYZ schmoozy (given to schmoozing) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

SHMUCKS CHKMSSU SHMUCK, schmuck [n] 

SHMUCKY CHKMSUY schmucky (foolish, contemptible) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SHNAPPS AHNPPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SHNAPPS] 

SHNOOKS HKNOOSS SHNOOK, schnook (easily deceived person) [n] 

SHTETEL EEHLSTT Jewish village [n SHTETLACH, -S] 

SHTETLS EHLSSTT SHTETL, shtetel (Jewish village) [n] 

SHTICKY CHIKSTY resembling shtick (entertainment routine) [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

SIDDHAS ADDHISS SIDDHA, one who has attained perfection in Hinduism [n] 

SIDDHIS  DDHIISS SIDDHI, perfection attained by siddha [n] 

SIGNORY GINORSY seignory (power of seignior (feudal lord)) [n -RIES] 

SIMIOID DIIIMOS simious (pertaining to simians (ape or monkey)) [adj] 

SJAMBOK ABJKMOS to strike with whip used in South Africa [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKEEING EEGIKNS SKEE, to ski (to travel on skis (long, narrow strips of wood or metal)) [v] 

SKLENTS EKLNSST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SKREIGH EGHIKRS to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SKYPHOS HKOPSSY drinking vessel used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

SMARAGD  AADGMRS emerald [n -S] 

SMRITIS IIMRSST SMRITI, text of Hindu religious teachings [n] 

SOUARIS AIORSSU SOUARI, tropical tree [n] 

SPAEING AEGINPS act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S] / SPAE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

SPIRAEA AAEIPRS spirea (flowering shrub) [n -S] 

SPLENII EIILNPS SPLENIUS, muscle of neck [n] 

SQUIRLS ILQRSSU SQUIRL, ornamental curve in handwriting [n] 

SRADDHA AADDHRS sradha (Hindu ceremonial offering) [n -S] 

SRADHAS AADHRSS SRADHA, Hindu ceremonial offering [n] 

STENGAH  AEGHNST mixed drink [n -S] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S] 

STHENIC CEHINST STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES] 

STYPTIC CIPSTTY substance used to check bleeding [n -S] 

SUBFUSC  BCFSSUU dark dull clothing [n -S] 

SUKKAHS AHKKSSU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n] 

SUKKOTH HKKOSTU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n] 

SYLPHID DHILPSY young sylph [n -S] 

SYNTAGM AGMNSTY syntagma (syntactic element) [n -S] 

SYRPHID DHIPRSY winged insect [n -S] 

SYZYGAL AGLSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

T 

TABLEAU AABELTU picture [n -S, -X] 
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TABOOED ABDEOOT TABOO, to exclude from use, approach, or mention [v] 

TAENIAE  AAEEINT TAENIA, headband worn in ancient Greece [n] 

TAENIAS  AAEINST TAENIA, headband worn in ancient Greece [n] 

TAHSILS  AHILSST TAHSIL, district in India [n] 

TANRECS ACENRST TANREC, tenrec (mammal that feeds on insects) [n] 

TATOUAY AAOTTUY South American armadillo [n -S] 

TATSOIS  AIOSSTT TATSOI, Asian mustard [n] 

TENRECS CEENRST TENREC, mammal that feeds on insects [n] 

TEOPANS  AENOPST TEOPAN, teocalli (Aztec temple) [n] 

TETRYLS ELRSTTY TETRYL, chemical compound [n] 

TEUGHLY EGHLTUY TEUGH, tough (strong and resilient) [adv] 

THALWEG  AEGHLTW line defining lowest points along length of riverbed [n -S] 

THEGNLY EGHLNTY THEGN, thane (man holding land by military service in Anglo-Saxon England) [adj] 

THOUING GHINOTU THOU, to address as "thou" (2d person sing. pronoun in nominative case) [v] 

THYRSES EHRSSTY THYRSE, thyrsus (type of flower cluster) [n] 

THYRSUS HRSSTUY type of flower cluster [n -SI] 

TIMEOUS EIMOSTU timely (occurring at right moment) [adj] 

TONNEAU AENNOTU rear seating compartment of automobile [n -S, -X] 

TRAVOIS  AIORSTV type of sled [n -ES, -S] 

TRIDUUM DIMRTUU period of three days of prayer [n -S] 

TROTYLS LORSTTY TROTYL, explosive [n] 

TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

TRUMEAU AEMRTUU column supporting part of doorway [n -X] 

TSETSES EESSSTT TSETSE, African fly [n] 

TSIMMES EIMMSST tzimmes (vegetable stew) [n TSIMMES] 

TSKTSKS KKSSSTT TSKTSK, to tsk (to utter exclamation of annoyance) [v] 

TSOORIS IOORSST tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSOORIS] 

TSOTSIS IOSSSTT TSOTSI, black African urban criminal [n] 

TSOURIS IORSSTU tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSOURIS] 

TURKOIS  IKORSTU turquois (greenish blue gem) [n -ES] 

TYCHISM CHIMSTY proposition that chance is operative in universe [n -S] 

TZADDIK ADDIKTZ zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n -IM] 

TZARDOM ADMORTZ czardom (domain of czar) [n -S] 

TZARINA AAINRTZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

TZARISM AIMRSTZ czarism (autocratic government) [n -S] 

TZARIST AIRSTTZ czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

TZETZES EESTTZZ TZETZE, tsetse (an African fly) [n] 

TZIGANE  AEGINTZ gypsy [n -S] 

TZIMMES EIMMSTZ vegetable stew [n TZIMMES] 

TZITZIS IISTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZIS] 

TZITZIT IITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZIT] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

U 

UAKARIS AAIKRSU UAKARI, South American monkey [n] 

UNWOOED DENOOUW WOO, to seek affection of [adj] 
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V 

VALKYRS  AKLRSVY VALKYR, maiden in Morse mythology [n] 

VIDEOED DDEEIOV VIDEO, to record visual images on magnetic tape or disc [v] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

W 

WADMAAL AAADLMW wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n -S] 

WAESUCK  ACEKSUW waesucks (used to express pity) [interj] 

WEDELNS  DEELNSW WEDELN, skiing technique [n] 

WHISHTS HHISSTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHYDAHS ADHHSWY WHYDAH, African bird [n] 

WOOABLE ABELOOW WOO, to seek affection of [adj] 

WOONERF  EFNOORW road in Netherlands primarily for pedestrians and cyclists [n -S] 

WOULDST DLOSTUW will (to decide upon) [v] 

WYSIWYG GISWWYY denoting text on display screen that exactly corresponds to its appearance on printout [adj] 

  

Unusual Spellings 7s 

X 

XYSTERS ERSSTXY XYSTER, surgical instrument for scraping bones [n] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

Y 

YCLEPED  CDEELPY yclept (called; named [adj] 

YPERITE EEIPRTY poisonous gas [n -S] 

YTTRIAS AIRSTTY YTTRIA, chemical compound [n] 

YTTRIUM IMRTTUY metallic element [n -S] 

 

Unusual Spellings 7s 

Z 

ZAPTIAH AAHIPTZ Turkish policeman [n -S] 

ZAPTIEH AEHIPTZ zaptiah (Turkish policeman) [n -S] 

ZEMSTVA AEMSTVZ ZEMSTVO, elective council in czarist Russia [n] 

ZEMSTVO  EMOSTVZ elective council in czarist Russia [n -S, -VA] 

ZLOTYCH  CHLOTYZ ZLOTY, monetary unit of Poland [n] 

ZOOECIA ACEIOOZ ZOOECIUM, sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n] 

ZOOECIA ACEIOOZ ZOOECIUM, sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n] 

ZOOIDAL ADILOOZ ZOOID, organic cell or body capable of independent movement [adj] 

ZOUAVES AEOSUVZ ZOUAVE, French infantryman [n] 

ZYZZYVA AVYYZZZ tropical weevil [n -S] 
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